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Concept of Operations
MDD, the Miles Drone Detection software branded as Hemiseer, finds UAVs by using an array
of antennas that passively watches the sky for reflected ambient RF signals. Both power and
phase data are collected, processed through a unique metric that overlays both patterns.

Antennas are grouped together into clusters,
typically 4 antennas along with local small
computers to get baseband RF signals onto
a network and to a system where they are
combined.
A 3D location is sought as the source of an
RF emitter, or reflector of ambient RF
signals. Its energy and that of a common
environmental background emitter reach all
antennas. The phase, gain, and power of the
emitter’s signal varies for each antenna due
to distance and orientation of the antenna to
the emitter location.
Each antenna provides an observation at each frequency and time index. These observations
include power and phase of incoming RF energy. Each observation is a summation of all local
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emitters and a background environment energy. The more antennas available at any moment,
the better the quality of observation.
The detection problem becomes one of finding the emitter location, emitter signal, and
environmental background signal most consistent with the observations. This is not classic
bi-static radar correlation. At no point does MDD need to observe the true illumination signal.
Rather, MDD makes estimates of the source of RF energy, whether those sources are active
transmitters or passively reflecting ambient energy.
The MDD solver uses a special formula to assess the difference between the observations and
a proposed environmental power, emitter location, emitter power level, and emitter phase at
each frequency of interest. It totals this difference across many frequencies, each contributing to
the final solution accuracy. A truthful hypothesis of emitter location, emitter signal, and
environment signal results in a perfect score - a zero residual, meaning there is no difference
between observation and the proposed solution.
Our solver scans the volume to be protected, solving for reflected energy at each point. Drones
appear as local disruptions in the solver formula’s output. How “local” depends upon the
frequency, antenna directivity, and sensor layout. For 4G, local ranges of 2-5 meters are typical.
For 5G, ranges of 20-50 meters are projected, making for far fewer brief, but false, positive
matches.
The system is smart about which frequencies it uses. Moment-by-moment, it monitors the
spectrums of the contributing antennas, which themselves can vary moment by moment.
Frequencies with high variation between antennas have the most inherent information and
result in the best detections. Frequencies with low variation are discarded as they generate
many false positives while consuming computing resources.
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Theory of Operation
The Friis equation for free-space energy loss of an RF signal is:
[1]

(
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Where:
● Pr is the power received (W)
● Psrc is the power from the source (W)
● Gsrc is the directional gain of the source antenna (unitless)
● Gr is the directional gain of the receiving antenna (unitless)
● λ is the wavelength (m)
● D is the distance from the source to the receiver (m)
Friis’ equation is adapted by treating the source as an object causing a reflection as if it were a
transmitter with unity gain, Gsrc=1.
The power of a complex-valued RF measurement is the dot product of the I/Q vector with itself,
or the square of the length of the complex vector:
[2]
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Where:
● P is the power in the signal (W)
● I is the in phase component of the RF measurement (W^0.5)
● Q is the quadrature component of the RF measurement (W^0.5)
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●
●

A is the amplitude of the signal in the complex plane (W^0.5)
θ is the phase angle of the signal in the complex plane (rad)

Converting to complex number representation and with Gsrc=1, Friis’ equation becomes:
2
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Where:
● Ar is the amplitude of the signal at the receiver
● θr is the phase of the signal at the receiver
● Asrc is the amplitude of the signal at the source
● θsrc is the phase of the signal at the source
Removing the squaring requires consideration of the phase shift a signal undergoes as it travels
from source to destination. Doing so does not change the resulting power. Rather, it aligns the
source signal with the observation, resulting in:
[4]
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Equation [4] connects an observed signal’s amplitude and phase (Ar and θr) of wavelength λ to a
source signal at distance D received through an antenna with directional power gain Gr.
Conceptually, each observation from an antenna includes data from a large number of sources,
such as all the leaves on a tree, each with its unique distance and power gain. We rely upon the
large number of emitters in the environment to blur together into a single background signal. We
consider each antenna to receive a uniform amount of background power with a phase that may
vary by antenna. The problem then becomes one of finding the emitter location, emitter signal,
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and environmental background signal most consistent with the observations under the
formulation:
[5]
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Where:
● Aobs is the observed amplitude (W^0.5)
● θobs is the phase of the observation (rad)
● Aenv is the amplitude of the background environment signal common to all radios (W^0.5)
● Cenv is the power calibration factor of the receiver at the target frequency
● θenv is the phase of the background environment signal that varies by radio (rad)
Raw data from a radio source must be transformed to be maximally useful as an observation.
Specifically, the raw data must be phase shifted and time shifted to account for both RF phase
changes and baseband phase changes that occur as a signal reaches multiple antennas. The
“observations” noted in this section are from shifting raw radio data to match arrival angle and
timing for each 3D point being considered.
Equation [5] benefits from good knowledge of relative antenna placement. When presented with
a training signal at a known location, a placement correction algorithm looks at trends in
variation by frequency and updates the estimates of the array’s physical location and orientation
to drive out unwanted trends. The result is sub-millimeter knowledge of relative antenna
placement.
The MDD detection formula considers equation [5] for as many radios and frequencies as are
available at any moment in time. The formula is applied to find the most likely points of reflected
energy throughout the protected volume.
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Each observation is part of a time frame, a short period of time in which data is collected and
converted to frequency bin-based observations. Given the speed of UAVs, it is possible to apply
multiple time frames to solving the location of an emitter, presuming the UAV does not move
appreciably in the frame time. With time frames of 1ms (1024 samples/frame, 1 million
samples/second), applying 10 frames would take 10ms and with an acceptable motion blur of
0.1 meter, the drone could be moving at 10m/s (22.4mph) and still be tracked. A single 1ms
frame with blur of 0.1m can track objects at 100ms/ (224mph).
Equation [5] can be expanded to include multiple time frames. Each time frame shares a
common source location but otherwise introduces all new variables for observations and
background signals.
Traditional power integration cannot be applied using Equation [5]. Doing so captures data over
several time frames and sums it into a single observation (per radio, per frequency), losing
phase data in the process. The loss of phase data removes information and breaks the
detection methodology.
The system metric, based on Equation [5], essentially mixes power patterns with phase patterns
of the receivers. Power varies with distance and with antenna gain, itself varying with arrival
angle. That makes received power a 3D wave emanating from each receiver, strongest near the
antenna, fading with distance and dropping off with angle. It is a low-spatial-frequency wave,
meaning it changes slowly as location varies. A power wave has a single optimum point, giving
it long range capabilities. However, power is not knowable reliably in most hardware due to
uncertainty in the gain pattern and artifacts of the analog-to-digital conversion process.
Phase varies with distance from the antenna, unaffected by power. Phase is knowable with
good accuracy in modern analog-to-digital converters and is not affected by uncertainties in an
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antenna gain pattern. A phase wave repeats over short distances with a huge number of
identical optimum points all equally spaced, giving it short range capabilities.
When two patterns (of any sort) are mixed, the new wave is a multiplication of the two. Mixing
two power patterns results in a new pattern with a unique optimum point different from either
input. Mixing two phase patterns results in a new pattern with fewer optimum points and
irregular spacing. The more phase patterns that are mixed, the fewer optimum points appear
and the more aperiodic their locations.
Mixing a power pattern with a phase pattern gives a long range wave with the phase optimum
points becoming local optima and no longer identical as they take on the slope of the power
pattern. At long range, the power slope approaches zero and the local optima again become
indistinguishable from one another. As more power and phase patterns are included in the mix,
the frequent “dimples” of the phase patterns merge into fewer, and irregularly spaced, local
optima. The slope of the power wave also increases, stretching the range at which the
distantly-spaced phase points become indistinguishable.
In this system of receivers and reflectors, the known and unknown variables are:
Variable

Status

Knowns

Observed amplitude and phase

Known

2*R*F*T

Source location (x,y,z)

Unknown

3*E

Environment power

Unknown

F*T

Environment phase

Unknown

R*F*T
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Source amplitude and phase
Total
Total
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Unknown

2*E*F*T
2*R*F*T
3*E + F*T + R*F*T + 2*E*F*T
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Where:
● E is the number of emitters
● F is the number of frequencies
● R is the number of receivers
● T is the number of time frames
From an information standpoint, the equations are solvable when the number of known values
meets or exceeds the number of unknowns. Solving for R, the minimum number of receivers
needed is:
3𝐸
𝐹𝑇

𝑅 = 𝐶𝑒𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔[1 + 2𝐸 +

[6]

]

With one source, one time frame, and one frequency, 6 receivers are needed. With 2
frequencies, 5 receivers are needed. With 1024 frequencies, 4 receivers are needed.
The greater the ratio of knowns to unknowns, called the “Over constrained Factor”, the lower the
noise in the resulting solution. Typical values for terms in the equations are shown below:

R

T

F

E

Unknowns

Knowns

Overconstrained factor

R Needed

1

1

1

1

7

2

0.286

6

2

1

1

1

8

4

0.5

6

6

1

1

1

12

12

1

6

10

1

1

1

16

20

1.25

6

100

1

1

1

106

200

1.887

6
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1,000

1

1

1

1,006

2,000

1.988

6

4

3

1

1

24

24

1

4

4

1

3

1

24

24

1

4

11

1

1

2

22

22

1

11

6

1

6

2

72

72

1

6

16

1

1

3

32

32

1

16

8

1

9

3

144

144

1

8

11

1

6

4

132

132

1

11

10

10

2

4

392

400

1.02

10

21

10

2

9

827

840

1.016

21

16

1

21

7

672

672

1
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Far Field Effectiveness
A study of the effectiveness of the system metric is presented here. In this study, 8 receivers are
placed into a vertical line, in two sets of 4, mimicking likely hardware deployment of 2 panels of
4 receivers on each panel. Receivers on a panel are 20cm from one another. Panels are 3m
left-edge-to-left-edge, 2.4m at closest point. Receivers look toward the positive X axis.
Schematically, the receivers are placed as:
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A region 230+ meters to the right is studied, from 230-280 meters horizontally, and from -25 to
+25 meters vertically:
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The target is placed at <250,0>, with phase of 0.75 radians and amplitude of 1.0. To account for
gain pattern uncertainty, each receiver’s power is multiplied by a random number of decibels,
uniformly distributed from -1 to +1 dB.
In the region, the system finds residuals shown below. On the left, a contour plot of residuals.
On the right, a surface plot, inverted to better highlight the landscape and look for similar
solutions. All residuals are expressed in dB, relative to 1.0. A perfect score is 0 scalar which is
-Infinity in dB.
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The system finds the target exactly at <250,0> with a residual of -0.29dB. No similar solutions
appear in the residual landscape when viewed from either axis:
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Over the same region and increasing power uncertainty to +/- 2dB, the system finds these
residuals:

As before, the target is precisely found at <250,0> with -0.01dB residual. No similar solutions
appear from either axis:
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With no appreciable difference between solutions for the two power uncertainty levels, a larger
field is studied at +/-1 dB noise. This field spans horizontally from 200-300 meters and vertically
from -50 to +50 meters. The region is shown below in yellow, with the previous region in green:

Residuals found are:
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The system does find the target precisely at <250,0>. However, within the larger region are
several optima near enough to warrant caution.
Next, resolution is increased over the region 230-280m horizontal, -50 to 100 vertical and to a
huge power uncertainty of +/- 20dB. The goal is to search for solutions that may appear due to
vertical axis symmetry and to stress test the resilience of the Equation [6] metric. The residuals
found are:
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The system finds the target at the desired <250,0> point. As with the prior test of a larger region,
several competing optima are close enough for caution. With the increased noise, more small
local optima appear.
Only approximate symmetry is observed vertically. Clear radiating lines are seen from the two
panels, each composed of 4+ “dimples” in a skewed fashion. The lack of true symmetry is good
in that there is less observed chance of a duplicate “mirror” solution appearing.
The presence of peaks within 20% the score of the true peak means that temporal integration
must be used. Detection events are taken as the minima within a grid/circle/block/sphere region.
For these events to be promoted to tracks of objects, the events must be persistent in time and
seen to move to closeby points.
It is the last note about movement to closeby points that is perhaps the greatest filter, removing
false positive detections. When a true point is found, likely a “mirror” point will be found as well.
Due to asymmetry, the location of the mirror point will be quite distorted, not following any linear
relationship between the true point and any axis. When the target moves, the true point moves
to adjacent the previous solution point. The updated mirror point moves too, but moves far more
than the true point. Over a few observations, the true points follow a smooth curve while false
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mirror points follow a disjoint curve not achievable with actual physical motors and the laws of
aerodynamics.

Object Assignment and Tracking
World snapshots are sparse grids holding residual values of local hypothesis tests. Points in
these snapshots are examined for discontinuities. Residual values have been seen to smoothly
vary in the presence of only background emitters. The smooth variation along a line is
interrupted when an emitter object is present.
From testing on a SOFWERX/SOCOM project, normalized residual values at a point starting at
the ground and into the sky were:
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Reflection from the ground and small structures are seen on the left of the plot - at low altitude.
Again, a low residual indicates an emitter/reflector at the location explains much of the observed
energy.
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A dip at 17m altitude is clearly seen. The drone is at 15.7m altitude and the tested point is
0.75m laterally from the drone.
The MDD system uses a 3D stencil to search for discontinuities. The stencil is currently a
learned Random Forest created using Machine Learning techniques.
Closeby points classified as variations are further aggregated into “blobs” - a generic computer
vision concept used for face and object detection. It is blobs that are tracked over time.
A blob in a snapshot is identified as the corresponding blob in a previous snapshot when the
two have credible proximity and velocity. Here, MDD will draw upon curves of velocity and
acceleration vs. probability to make soft decisions across several snapshots.
As an emitter tracks across the beam’s grating lobes, it generates an exceptionally nonlinear
response vs. its position. False positive matches that appear out of place because of ambiguity
due to grating lobes will have exaggerated and erratic movement compared to a truthful
solution. The exaggerated position prevents new blobs from being matched with old blobs. The
erratic movement reduces probability of a physically realistic acceleration profile and lowers the
confidence score of blobs, filtering the system.
Multipath signals are particularly responsive to the nonlinearity. A multipath signal took a long
route to arrive at a different angle than the true emitter. The route length makes its phase imply
a long distance on a direct line at the arrival angle. Yet, the power loss with reflection is greater
than would occur with the travel distance, so the signal is solved at a much greater distance in
order to match the power. Small movement of the source changes the arrival angle which
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implies extremely fast motion of the false, distant solution, something filtered out with blob
assignment.
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Overall Strengths
The MDD system has several strengths:
● Passive detection
● Active detection
● All weather
● Works with economical hardware
● Tolerates noise and jamming
● Adapts to input frequency
● Can spot improvised drones
The core detection algorithm looks for any signal, even weak reflected signals. Because there is
no correlation needed to a true signal, detections can be of active signals such as a transmitting
drone. As phase and power are considered, no knowledge of the signal structure is needed,
permitting detection of waveforms from digital video to telemetry to encrypted data to custom
protocols.
To keep RF hardware economical, essential to deploying a large number of receivers, RF
designers often increase tolerances on antenna fabrication and internal amplifiers. Overall,
these choices make measured power uncertain. The Far Field Effectiveness study addressed
this issue, showing the MDD solution robust against received power uncertainty.
In order to minimize computational load, the detection system chooses which frequencies to
study, constantly adapting to those with the most variation across receivers. Jamming and
broadband interference is unlikely to be specific to single receivers, rather blanketing all
receivers with energy enough to bury true signals. This makes the jamming signal common to all
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receivers with true reflections overlaid upon it, so true reflections still contribute variation and the
jamming signal gets ignored as a background noise just as trees and other large scattered
reflectors.
Likewise, the underlying detection metric and object classification system is not specific to any
frequency. Thus, MDD can be used for existing 3G and 4G frequencies and be applied as 5G
hardware becomes available.
Finally, improvised drones are detected as readily as commercially available drones. MDD has
no dictionary of sounds or emissions known to come from drone motors. It has no dictionary of
waveforms known to come from drone datalinks. An improvised drone would likely be modified
to circumvent dictionary-based detection systems, slightly altering propellers, motor power feed
lines, open source datalink code, or motor shielding. MDD would still detect the reflection of
passive energy and any active RF transmission.
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